HGH Vitality

A Breakthrough Homeopathic Formula Specially Designed To Address The Symptoms Of Aging

As we age, our bodies produce less and less human growth hormone (HGH). As HGH levels decline, our bodies can’t keep up with new and replacement cell production and organs and systems start to break down at the cellular level.

**COUNTERACT THE SYMPTOMS OF AGING**

- **Strengthen Skin and Hair**
  HGH Vitality helps replace skin cells more quickly, neutralizing the effects of aging on the skin. When skin sags as it shrinks away from the bone and becomes wrinkled, spotty and dry, HGH Vitality enhances the skin’s ability to heal.

- **Support Joints, Muscles and Bones**
  HGH Vitality eases inflamed, stiff and deformed joints that cause pain and changes in walking gait, stability and balance which may lead to falls. It diminishes the effects of weak and atrophied bones and muscles.

- **Reduce Fatigue and Sleeplessness**
  HGH Vitality helps regulate sleep cycles by supporting the brain and nervous system functions that deteriorate with aging. It aids in overcoming the fatigue caused by sleeplessness that occurs when hormone cycles become upset as the body ages.

- **Enhance Sexual Function**
  HGH Vitality assists when hormone function becomes disrupted during the aging process, causing sexual organs to become less responsive and genital tissues to shrink and thin. HGH Vitality stimulates the body’s own hormone production to overcome these deficiencies.

- **Minimize Memory Loss**
  HGH Vitality supports the replacement of brain cell tissue. Aging neurotransmitters cause slow physical and mental responses and lost neuron cells interfere with the brain’s ability to form and retain memories. HGH Vitality stimulates brain and nervous system function.

- **Support Organ Function**
  HGH Vitality promotes tissue replacement in major organs. Organs such as the heart, liver and kidneys deteriorate as aging changes connective tissue, making organs stiff and rigid. HGH Vitality encourages these organs to continue to perform essential functions.

**HGH Vitality** is specifically designed to relieve the symptoms of aging. It contains homeopathic HGH—a safe and side-effect-free alternative to traditional hormone replacement—to enhance and support the pituitary gland, optimizing the body’s production of HGH and supporting the body’s ability to stimulate cells to grow and divide.
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Homeopathic HGH (30X 60X 200X)
Homeopathic HGH improves the body’s ability to continue cell production and replication in every organ and system. It acts as an optimization agent to help the body effectively utilize the HGH produced in the pituitary gland.

Funiculus umbilicus suis (30X)
Stimulates growth of stem cells; optimizes other ingredients in this formula to enhance performance and replication

Testosterone, Estrogen
(6X 12X 30X 200X 12C 30C 60C 200C)
Stimulates body’s own production of these hormones, necessary to increase muscle and bone mass and helping to prevent osteoporosis

Oophorinum, Orchitinum (30X)
Aids in preventing sexual weakness

Bone marrow suis (30X)
Stimulates body’s own immune system with high concentration of immune-producing cells

Melatonin
(6X 12X 30X 200X 12C 30C 60C 200C)
Governs sleep cycles and regulates body rhythms; impacts thyroid function

Adrenal suis (30X)
Supports adrenal gland functions such as production of cortisol, aldosterone, androgens, epinephrine, and norepinephrine

Spleen suis (30X)
Enhances spleen function, including body’s defense mechanisms

Pancreas suis (30X)
Heightens pancreas functions such as production of insulin and glucagon and secretion of digestive enzymes that break down fats, carbohydrates, and sugars

Baryta carb (8X 12X 30X)
Promotes physical and mental growth and development

Conium maculatum (6X 12X 30X)
Prevents loss of strength, particularly in leg muscles; improves gait; counteracts the pain and stiffness of muscles in aging

Ambra grisea (6X 12X 30X)
Neutralizes numbness and weakness in fingers, arms, and legs; reduces overall body weakness

Hypothalmus suis (30X)
Encourages proper metabolic function and helps regulate circadian cycles, body temperature, hunger and other hormone-regulated processes

CoQ10 (8X)
Helps regenerate cellular energy and oxygen utilization; supports cardiovascular system and healthy circulation

Hepar suis (30X)
Accentuates liver functions such as fat breakdown and waste product elimination; supports detoxification and drainage

Lymph suis (30X)
Supports lymph system function, including immune system function and drainage

Spleen suis (30X)
Enhances spleen function, including body’s defense mechanisms

Pankreas suis (30X)
Heightens pancreas functions such as production of insulin and glucagon and secretion of digestive enzymes that break down fats, carbohydrates, and sugars

L dopa
(6X 12X 30X 200X 12C 30C 60C 200C)
Supports brain function; encourages both central nervous system and peripheral nervous system

Sarcolactic acid (8X)
Supports increased acid metabolism to alkalize the body and improve fat metabolism

Nadinum (8X)
Promotes aerobic metabolism; stimulates ATP production

Coenzyme A (8X)
Promotes aerobic metabolism by helping to synthesize and oxidize fatty acids

Agnus castus (6X 12X 30X)
Helps control and regulate reproductive system and hormone production

Alpha lipoic acid (8X)
Helps protect cellular mitochondria from damage; enhances functions of Vitamins C and E

Selenium (8X 12X 30X)
Protects muscle, bone, and skin cells from free radical damage; supports immune function, especially for skin conditions

Apiol
(6X 12X 30X 200X 12C 30C 60C 200C)
Stimulates action of the hypothalamus-pituitary axis

ATP (8X)
Transports chemical energy within cells to enhance metabolism; encourages fat metabolism and cellular processes including cell division and biosynthetic reactions

Sarcolactic acid (8X)
Supports increased acid metabolism to alkalize the body and improve fat metabolism

Dnadim (8X)
Promotes aerobic metabolism; stimulates ATP production

Coenzyme A (8X)
Promotes aerobic metabolism by helping to synthesize and oxidize fatty acids

Agnus castus (6X 12X 30X)
Helps control and regulate reproductive system and hormone production

Alpha lipoic acid (8X)
Helps protect cellular mitochondria from damage; enhances functions of Vitamins C and E
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